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Transparent microprobe
array fabricated by MEMS
hot embossing technology
for photodynamic therapy
application
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Abstract: This work describes a novel transparent micro-needle ar-
ray for photodynamic therapy (PDT) applications. This micro-needle
array, with 250 um in height and 35 um in diameter, was placed onto
skin and penetrated the cuticle yet not reaching the corium layer, so as
to avoid pain and bleeding but achieve superior light transmission effi-
ciency. For PDT applications, this design can significantly reduce the
required incident power and therefore avoid additional damage to sur-
rounding healthy tissue. Practical in-vivo test on human skin demon-
strates the improved power transmission efficiency (PTE) of two types
of needle arrays is 1.41 and 1.71 times better than the condition without
using micro-needle array.
Keywords: MEMS, photodynamic therapy, needle array, hot em-
bossing
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1 Introduction

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is administered to treat malignant tumors [1],
various skin disorders [2], wound infections [3], and other diseases, as well
as for cosmetic purposes in skin rejuvenation [2]. Treatment involves a pho-
tosensitizing agent, in which a visible light is irradiated to either terminate
cancerous cells or cure precancerous cells instead of surgery [4]. Efficacy of
PDT heavily relies on the photosensitizing agent, light, and oxygen. Physi-
cians medicate patients and apply the photosensitizing agent on the affect
part of the patient body and, then, illuminate the affected parts of a patients’
body with various wavelengths of light, depending on the disease. When the
photosensitizing agent is treated by light with a special wavelength, a reac-
tive oxygen species is produced, subsequently damaging bio molecules and
terminating cells [5]. Although this noninvasive and painless therapy distin-
guishes itself from traditional surgery, the non-uniform spatial distribution
of the photochemical dose is a major limitation [6]. Tissues of the human
body vary in light absorption, subsequently incurring a non-uniform light
dose when irradiating the treated spot upon the affected part of skin. Addi-
tionally, the layers of skin located close to a light source receive too high of
a photochemical dose, negatively affecting the human body [6].

MEMS-based micro-needle array has received consideration in biomedical
applications recently, especially in drug delivery [7] and physiological signal
sensing. In micro drug delivery system, drug is injected through hollow needle
structure into patient’s tissue. The microstructure design allows the needle
array pricked onto patient’s skin without uncomfortable feeling. In physio-
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logical signal sensing system, micro needle array provides lower impedance
and enhance the sensing system performance [8]. In this paper, we present an
alternative application in optical biomedical engineering by using transpar-
ent micro-needle array. Additionally, the needle array in previous works may
be manufactured with deep reactive ion beam etching, thick-film lithography
and electroforming techniques for the shafts and tips; however, traditional
all-silicon fabrication methods in previous works are prohibitively expensive.

This study describes a relatively low cost and easy fabrication method,
which combined two-phase process for disposable transparent micro-needle
array manufacture. Note that the expensive ICP process was used only one
time for the first silicon needle mold. Then, hot-embossing technique was ap-
plied to duplicate the first needle mold into transparent micro-needle arrays.
The material of duplicated micro-needle array can be polyimide (PI) or poly-
methylmethacrylate (PMMA), which has better light propagation capability
than glass and very low cost than silicon. The carefully designed transparent
micro-needle array can avoid pain and bleeding but achieves superior light
transmission efficiency. For photodynamic therapy applications, this design
can significantly reduce the required irradiation power and therefore avoid
additional damage to surrounding healthy tissue.

Practical in-vivo light transmission experiment with two different density
needle array designs demonstrates the improved power transmission efficiency
(PTE) of the two types of arrays is 1.41 and 1.71 times better than the
condition without using micro-needle array.

2 Concept

Human skin structure is a layered composition, can be simplified as the outer
skin layer, stratum corneum (SC), stratum germinativum (SG), and the der-
mis layer, as shown in Fig 1 (a). The stratum corneum is constantly renewing
itself and consists of dead cells. The scattering coefficient of the epidermis
is approximately half that of the dermis [9]. When treatment involves light
irradiating with wavelength λ , such as a low power laser on the human skin,
the skin reflects, scatters and absorbs the light simultaneously. Each layer of
skin layer differs from light absorption. The propagation result of the incident
light depends on the absorption of the skin. Also, when a specified intensity
of received light power is required in PDT applications, high scattering and
reflection could result in not only high power consumption but also extra
damage to the other tissue surrounding the curing target. The Lambert–
Beer law offers a simplified model of light propagation in the human skin
(Fig 1 (a)). When an incident light with interrogating energy I0 illuminates
into the human skin, the relationship between incident light power I0 and
the attenuated light power I can be expressed as [10]:

I(L) = I010−aLC

Where L represents the penetrating depth of light in the human skin, a

denotes the equivalent absorption coefficient of all skin, and C denotes the
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concentration of the absorbing substance. Denotes that the total area of
needle array chip is A, and the total area of transparent micro-needle is A’ ,
when the proposed needle array is placed onto skin and penetrated though
the SC layer into SG layer, as shown in Fig. 1 (b), the penetrating depth
of light is reduced from L to L’ . And the total attenuated light I ’ can be
express as:

I ′ =
(

1 − A′

A

)
I010−aLC +

A′

A
I010−a′L′C′

(1)

Where a’ denotes the equivalent absorption coefficient of SG layer and der-
mis, and C’ denotes equivalent concentration of the absorbing substance of
the SG layer and dermis. In the area of micro needle array, most of the inci-
dent light can be transferred into SG layer through the needle shaft, thus, the
reflection and absorption of SC and SG layer could be reduced. Therefore, by
using the proposed transparent needle array as the light-guide, the required
target depth with required light power intensity could be achieved by lower
interrogating energy.

Fig. 1. The model of light propagation in human with (a)
direct illumination, and (b) illumination through
penetrate micro needle array.

3 Fabrication process of micro-needle array

For medical applications, micro-needle array is usually defined as disposable
device for healthy and safety reasons, and low fabrication cost becomes one
of the important requirements to achieve disposability for disposability ob-
jective. In this paper, a relatively low cost and easy fabrication method,
which combined ICP etching and hot embossing approaches, is presented for
micro-needle array manufacture. Compare to previous works, the expensive
deep silicon etching process was used only one time for the first needle mold.
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Then, hot-embossing technique was applied to duplicate the first needle mold
into transparent micro-needle arrays. Note that duplication process could be
repeated at least 120 times with guaranteed hot-embossing result.

The fabrication flow can be separated into two phase: first is the fabrica-
tion of silicon needle array mold, and the second is the repeated-and-repeated
duplication process using hot-embossing technique. Fig. 2 (a) illustrates the
first fabrication phase: First, Cr was defined for etching hard mask. Then,
a two-step ICP process was introduced to perform isotropic and anisotropic
etching for the shaft tip and 250 um–height shaft, respectively. Finally, the
hard mask was stripped by wet etching.

Next, the second fabrication phase is shown in Fig. 2 (b) and described as
follows: First, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was selected and spun onto Si
substrate as the molding layer with curing at 90◦C. Then, the silicon mold
fabricated in the first fabrication phase was pressed into PDMS to form the
second mold with hole-array. After well-controlled temperature recipe, the
silicon array mold was removed from the PDMS mold. Notably, base on the
well-controlled stated parameters including curing time and temperature, the

Fig. 2. The fabrication process and photos of and micro
needle array. (a) The pre-process to manufac-
ture Si based mold of micro needle array (b) The
hot embossing process to manufacture transpar-
ent polymer needle array. (c) SEM picture of Si
based mold of micro needle array. (d) The PDMS
needle-hole mold. (e) The optical microscope pho-
tograph of transparent micro needle array.
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released process is relatively easy without using any additional execution such
as O2 plasma treatment which is used in previous works. And then, polymer
material PMMA was injected into the PDMS mold to form the transparent
needle array. Finally, the successfully performed transparent needle array was
released from the PDMS mold and diced for further experiments. Fig. 2 (c)-
(e) shows the photographs and SEM results of the transparent micro-needle
array.

4 Experimental result and discussion

Fig. 3 (a) shows the light transmission experiment setup, which demonstrates
the enhanced light transmission efficiency when using transparent needle ar-
rays as light transmitting media. In this experiment, light source includes
a 660 nm-wavelength laser diode and focusing lens was mounted onto finger
with 3 cm distance between finger and lens. The emitter power is adjusted
by a current controller. Below the finger, a light receiver that can receive
and measure the transmitted light power was well fitted to the backside of

Fig. 3. The illustration of (a) light transmission experi-
ment setup and (b) experiment results of input
light intensity versus output light intensity via
micro-needle arrays with different density.
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the finger. All experiments are performed in a dark room to eliminate the
influence of excess light. To confirm the relationship between the needle ar-
ray density and light transmission rate, two needle arrays with the same size
4 mm × 4 mm × 0.3mm, but different array density (needle number : 20 ×
20 and 13 × 13) are prepared for test. Each needle array was tested under
the parameter of input laser power from 2 mW to 10 mW with an interval of
2 mW.

Fig. 3 (b) summarized the measurement results, where the black, blue and
red lines indicate the received light power via skin, skin with rare-density ar-
ray and skin with dense-density array, respectively. The results reveals shows
that under the same LED power, the transparent micro-needle array can sig-
nificantly enhance the propagation efficiency. According to the experimental
result, the improved PTE of dense density needle array and rare needle array
are 41% and 71% times better than the condition without using micro-needle
array.

Note that the laser spot size on the array is about 3.5 mm in diameter.
In the same spotted area, the difference of received power between rare and
dense density arrays comes from the different area ratio of needle part. Con-
sider the PTE result of the rare-density array in Fig. 3, the area proportion
of the needle part and non-needle part in the spotted area, the calculated
PTE of needle part is 25 times larger than the flat part of array. By ap-
plied this result back into the calculation of the PTE of dense-density array,
the calculated PTE of dense-density array is about 1.89 times better than
the condition without using micro-needle array, which is very close to our
measured result (1.71).

5 Conclusion

This work presents an alternative application in optical biomedical engineer-
ing by using transparent micro-needle array. The two-phase fabrication flow
combined ICP etching and hot embossing approaches, is presented for micro-
needle array manufacture and achieving low cost batch fabrication. The
hot-embossing-based micro-needle array, with 250 um in height and 35 um in
diameter, was placed onto skin and penetrated the cuticle but not reaching
the corium layer, so as to avoid pain and bleeding but achieve superior light
transmission efficiency. For photodynamic therapy applications, this design
can significantly reduce the required incident power and therefore avoid ad-
ditional damage to surrounding healthy tissue. Practical in-vivo light trans-
mission experiment with two different density array designs demonstrates
the improved transmitted power of dense density needle array and rare nee-
dle array are 1.41 and 1.71 times better than the condition without using
micro-needle array.
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